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Chapter I

SollitiOns an Concentrations

4

SECTION 1: CONCENNATION EXPRESSIONS

A solution is a homogeneous (uniform) mixture of two or raore_substances. The
solvent is the component (usually in relatively-lergegioportion) that does the
dissolving, while the solute is greed:tin smaller proportion and is said to be
dissolved. The-solution is both the solvent and solute combined. TwO terms
are contiaiilly used in discussing concentrations yut are poorly defined: dilute,

indicating a, small amountof solute and concentrated indicating a large amount
of solute.

Some familiar examples of solutions are: -sugar, in water, carboy dioxide gas in
water (club soda), albohol in water (vodka), iodine in alcohol (tincture of
iodine) and oxygen in helium. In the example of sugar in water, it is clear that
sugar is the solute while water is the solvent.--This is not as clear for mix-
tures of water and alcohol: For a wine that contains 20% alcohol in water, it
may be assumed that alcohol is the solute but not true for vodka that contains
60% alcohol. In some special cases, the solution can be a solid as in the case
of'metal alloys (e.g. brass, bronze, solder, etc.).

Chemical Concentration Expressions

a. The percent of solute by mass'is a common quantitative expression.

mass of solute
Mass percent - mass of solution

x 100

Example:" The mass perc4nt'of 15 grams of sucrose dissolved in 85 grans

of water is

15 g x 100 = 15% sucrose
-15 g 85 g

An alloy is a solution of two or more elements (usually metals) blended to possess
certain chemical and physical properties.

Trade Name

Composition of Some Common Alloys

Composition, % by Weight

50 Hg, 35 Ag, 13 Sn, 1.5 Cu, 0.5 Zn

92.5 Ag, 7.5 Cu

75 Au, 12.5 Ag, 12.5 Cu

75 Au, 3.5 Cu, 16.5 Ni, 5 Zn

70-95 Cu, 1-25 Zn, 1-18 Sn

73-479 Pe, 14-18 Cr, 7-9 Ni

64 Fe, 36 Ni

Dentist Amalgam

Sterling Silver

18 Carat Yellow Gold

18 Carat White Gold

Bronze

Stainless Steel

Inver
mily.m...,..=MbaMMIIMI.FIMOMMENIF
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b. Parts per million (ppm) concentration units are usually used to express
very- low percent concentrations; this avoids the use of very small numbers.
For example, the parts per nilliOn (ppm) of carbon dioxide normally found
in the air is 300. The percent CO2 in the atmosphere would be 101,000'times
less or 0.0300%. Note that ppm = % x 104.

mass of solute
ppm - 7

10
6

mass of-solution

Example: 0.0123 grams of DDT were found in 1000 grams of MississiOpi
River water. Calculate the ppm DDT.

rt.' 10002g
x 106 = 12.3 ppm DDT

c. Mole fraction expressions are used in situations where the ratio of solute
molecules to solution molecules is important (gas law calculations, for example).

mole fraction A =
moles of A

moles of A + moles of all other components

Example: Calculate the mole fraction of 46 g ethanol (C2H5OH; molecular
_weight = 46) in'a solution of 36 g water (H20; molecular weight = 18)

1 1
mole fraction, ethanol =

1 mole
mo
+
le

-
2 moles 3

- 0.33

d. Molality is a concentration expression which uses moles of solute for

a given mass oft solvent in kilograms. The symbol for molality is m.

molality
moles of solute

kilograms of solvent

Example: If 36 grams of glucose (0.200 mole) are dissolved in 600 grams

H2O (0.600 kg), the molality is:

m -.0.2001mole 0.33
0.500 kg

e. Molarity is the expression of concentration most frequently used in a

chemistry laboratory. This system is convenient because volume measurements

are generally more convenient than mass measurements ij the laboratory.

The symbol for molarity is M.

molarity
moles of *olute

=
Uters of solution i

Example:_ If 36 grams of glucose (0.200 mole) are dissolvld in enough

water to make 600 ml (0;600 t) , the molarity of glucose i-:

M
0.200 mole

= 0.333
0.600' liter
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f. The normality of a solution is the number of gram equivalent weights,
per liter of solOtion. The symbol for normality is N.

N
liters of solution

GEW

To make the concept of GEW broad enough to encompass solutions of all types
of solutes, it is defined as the gram molecular weight divided by the "com-
bining capacity," nc,of.the solute:I.

Thus:

GEW =
GMW

nc

N = ncM

The combining 5apacity of a substance depends on the reaction for which it
is to be used. In general, we may make the following assumptions:

acids---n---= number of reactive hydrogens per formula {usually x
c

for acid of type HXY}

bases il
c
= number of reactiveOH- ions per formu/a {x for base of

type WOH)
x

}

salts n
c
= total number of positive or negative charges per formula

oxidizing or reducing agents nc = number of electrons gained or
lost per formula

Exaliples: What is the normality of a 0.500 M H2SO4 solution? Since

H
2
SO

4
is acting as an acid, n

c
=
0
2 active hydrogens.

N = ncM

= (2 GEW/mole)(0.500 mole/liter)

= 1.00 GEW/liter

or I 1.00 NI

Calculate the GEW of H
3
PO4 :

98.0 g/mole
GEW = GMW /nc

3 GEW/mole*

= 132.7 g/GEW I

* Note: Assuming that the H3PO4 reacts with all three hyd ogens.



WOREED EXAMPLES

1. Explain how you would prepare 200 ml of an aqueous solution of Had

containing 0.040 g Had per ml.

Each ml of-solution contains 0.040 g NaCl. Therefore,200 ma of solu-

tion will contain 0.040 g /ml x 200 ml = 8 g NaCl. Dissolve 8 g Nadi

in about 150 ml water. Then add sufficient water to make the volume

exactly 200 ml.

2. Calculate the weight of anhydrous HC1 in 10.00 ml of concentrated
hydrochloric acid of density 1.17 and containing 37% HC1 by weight.

aP

One ml of solution weighs 1.17 g. Weight of ao.ge ml = 10.00 ml x

1.17 g/ma = 11.70 g. Since the solution contains 3720% HC1 by 'weight,

the weight of HC1 in the 11.70 g solution = 0.37 x 11.70 q = 4.133 g

anhydrous HCl.
-/

3. A solution of ammonia contains 29.0% NH by mass and has a density of

0.8t)9 g/ma. Calculate the mass of ammonia in 100.0 ml of the solution.

mass solution = volume solution x density solution

mass solution = 100 ml x 0.899 g/ml
= 89.9 g

mass NH
3

mass percent NH3 x 100
3 mass solution

MSS NH
3

mass percent NH3

100
x mass solution

mass NH
3 10
=

290 0 x 89.9 g = 26.1 g NH 3'

4. ;Calculate the molality and molarity of ammonia (NH3) in the solution in

;Problem 3.

Problem 3 showed that there are 26.1 g NH, in 100 ml of 29.0% NH3,

whose density is 0.899 g/ma (molecular weight NH3 = 17.0).

mass NH
3 26.1 g

moles NH = = 1.54 moles NH
3

3 17.0 g NH /mole 17.0 g/mole NH3
3 4

The mass of the solution from Problem 3 is 89.9 g. Since 26.1 g

of this mass is due to NH 3' the remainder (89.9 g - 26.1 g = 63.8 g

or 0.0638 kg) is water.
mob

molest NH
3 1.54 les

molality NH = = 24.1 m
3 kg water 0.0638 kg

molarity NH

moles NH
3 1.54 moles 9

liter solution 0.190
15.4 N



Laboratory

The student should prepare
different types of gravimetr
bottles;-pipsts, burets, etc

Student Problems

signe solutions of various concentrations using
and vo tric equipment (balances, weighing

1. How many moles of (NH
4

)

2 4
SQ' are needed to prepare 7.5 liters of 0.30 M

(NH ) SO 74 2 4' (2.25)
ti

2. Find the mass of iodine in 400 g of a 3.0% solution of iodine by mass.

(12.0 g)

acetone (C41COCH
3
), 138 g ethanol (C

2
H
5
OH) and

e mole fraction of each compound. (Acetone= 0.167,

3. A solution contains 116,g
126 g water. Deter4ne t

alcohol = 0.25 =

4. Calculate the normality o

5. What is the GEW of BaC1
2
?

a 0.25 M HNO3 solution.

6. What normality would a 1.00 M

SECTION 2: pH

a(OH)
2
solution be?

Water undergoes autoioniza ion to give H+ and OH- ions.

H2O + H+ + OH-

(0.25 N)

(104.12)

(2.00 N)

rhis ionization takes place at room temperature to only a slight extent as
shown by this ion product constant (Kw) for water

= [H+.] [OH-g = 1.0 x 10
14

where the E mean concentration is expressed in moles/liter. When H+ or OH-
ions are also 'supplied from some other source, such as addition of a acid or
base to the.water, the concentration of H+ may exceed the concentrate n of OH-,
or vice versa. In every case, however, the Kvi relationship is applic le.

Example: What is the concentration of H+-in an aqueous solution having an
OH- concentration of 1.0 x 10-2 M?

K = [11+] COH-Th= 1.0 x
-14

CH +n 1.0 x 10-14;
1.0 ,410

-12
M

1.0 x 10
-2

1
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A solution having a hydrogen ion concentration of greater than 107 M is said
to be acidic; one with a-1H+ concentration of less than 10-7 is said to be basic.
For convenience the,,hydrogen ion content of a solution may also be expressed in
pH units, wherei---

Similarly:

From the Kw relationship:

pH = -log [H+3

1

pOH = -log [OH-g.

pH + pOH = 14.00

(HI, moles/liter 10 -I, moles/l pH pOH

1 = 103 `10-14 0 14 Strongly acidic
0.1 = 10-1 110-13 N1 13

0.001 = 10-3 10-11 3 11

0.00001 = 10-5 10-9 5 9 Weakly %acidic

0.0000001 I = 10-7 10-7 7 7 Neutral
0.000000001 1 = 10-3 1)1c 3 9 5 We ly basic

0.00000000001 = 10-11 1 -3 11 3

0.0000000000001 = 10-13 10 \'' I 13 1

0.00000000000001 = 10-14 1 , 14 0 StrOngly basic

Examples: a) What is the pH of a,solutionin which the hydrogen ion
concentration is 1.0 x 14-5 M?

pH = -log[H4]

= -logri.0 x 105

(-5)

=

b) What are the pH and p0H of a slutior having a hydrogen ion
concentration of 2.5 x 106 M?

pH = -log [H+3

pH = -log [2.5 x 10
-6

pH = 5.6

Thils,p0H = 14.0 - pH

pOH in 14.0 - 5.6
p0H is 8,4

1,4



if

c) What is the hydrogen
pH of 1.5?

-7-

.on concentration of a solution with a

pH = - log[H +J or 51,3 ''antilog (-pH)

54] = antilog (-1.5)

= 3.2\x 10
-2

M.

Laboratory
1

The student should, be able to operate a pH meter which would include calib atioh.
The preparation of 'buffer solutions and proper care of pH electrodes shoulidbe

included. I

Student Problems

1. Calculate_the pH of a 1 x 10
3
M Ha solution.

2. Calculate the pH of a 5.4 x 10
-9

M HNO
3
solution.

3. Change a pH value of 4 to its respective [H+3 4,314.

4. Change a pH value of 3.6 to its respective [4] value.

12

(3)

(8.27)

(1 x 10
-4

M)

(2.5 x 10
-4

M)
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Chapter II

Chemical Equations

1: BALANCING CHEMICAL EQUATIONS

IPR

,N3.ervation of Natter Law states that matter can neither be created nor de-
stroyed 0, chemical means. This law can be demonstrated by the chemical equation
used to repreeent the combustion of natural gas (methane).

6H
4
+ 0

2
CO2 + H2O

/Thii pimple equation is said to be unbalanced since the number of atoms on the
reactantsAleft) side of the equation does not equal the number of atoms on the
products (right) side. The reactants side contains 1 carbon, 4 hydrogen, and 2
oxygen atoms while the products side contains") carbon, 2 hydrogen, and 3 oxygen
atoms. This unbalanced Equation can not be true since violates the Conservation

of Matter Law.

To balance ,a chemical equation, coefficients are used in front of formulas where
necessary to.produce the same number of atoms on both the left and right sides

of the=equatica (arrow). The balanced equation for the combustion of methane

would be:

CH
4

+ 2 02 CO + 2 U 6
2 2' -2-

0

In balancing an equation, it correct to change the coefficients-as needed but

never change the formulas themselves. For example,' if additional hydrogen atoms

are needed on the reactant side of the equation, increase f!..be coefficient in front

of the_CH4 and not the subscript on the CH4.- A change.in the subscript on the
,..:CH-omolecular formula would change the-compound itself, thus, creating an entirely

new reactant.

Worked Example

Balance the equation:

.

( balanced)

C
3
H
8
+.0

2
CO

2
+ H24

o

C38.11.+ 5.02 3 CO2 t 4 H20--._

1, ;
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Student Problems

le)

I. 'Ba ance the following equations:

'HCl + Bi(OH)2 "--41°. BaC12 + H20

b) C
6
H + 0

2
CO

2
+ H2O

c) P. + 02 "\s- P 0
4 10

(2,

(1,

(1,

1 1,
71/2

2)

6, 3)

5 +1)

,

Most ..7hemical reactions fail into two categories: (1) displacement, (2) reduction -
oxidation. The displacement category includes most acid-base and precipitation
reaction 1 which the oxidation numbers of the participating atoms to not change.

2
In redd

5
ion-oxidation (redox) reactions, however, changes in the oxidation num-

bers of one or more atoms take place.

The oxidation number of 4n atom is an "arbitrarily" assigned number, usually, but
not necessarily, an integer. It may beeither17'positive or negative, except that
it is zero for free elements. Roman numerals are normally used to distihguish
oxidation numbers from ionic changes and coefficients.

In a redox reaction, the particle (atom or ion) whose oxidation number change
the positive diredtion is said to be oxidized. The particle whose oxidation
ber changes in the negative direction is said to be reduced.

The rules for determining oxidation number$ are as follows:

The oxidation number of any free element or of any element combined to itself
2ero.

Element Oxidati uMbe

Zn 0

0
2'

0

Cl
2

0

0

2. TY* oxidation number of hydrogen in a compound is +1, except 'when it is
combined with active metals (Na, Ca, etc.) to form hydrides (NaH, CaH2,

etc.) and becomes -1.

1. The oxidation number of oxygen in a compound is -2, except in peroxides
(Ba02, H202, etc.) 'Acre it is -1.
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4. The oxidation number of an ion is the same as the charie on the ion.

r

IIon Oxidation Number

(NO3) 7 -1

S-2 -2

(SO4)2 -2

+
(NH4) +1

I
The algebraic sumgef the oxidation numbers in a molecule is zero.

Molecule Oxidation Numbers Algebraic Sum

Cadl,
4

(Ca = Cl = -1) (+2, =1, -1) .=

HC10
4

-CH CI = +7, 0 = -2) (+1, +7, :2,-2,-2,-2)

NaC10 (Na = +1, Cl = +1, 0 = -2) '(+1,.+1, -2) = 0

,,, 0

Worked Examples

1. Find the oxidation number of each atom in the following compounds or ions:

'a) HC1 (H = +1, Cl = -1)

b) SO32 (S = +4, 0 = -2)

c) CI
2

(C1 = 0'

d) CaH
2

!Ica... +2, 11 -1)

2. (a) Classify each of the following reactions as a diiplacement or redox type.
(b) find the oxidation number of each participant in\the reaction, and
(c) indicate which substance is oxidized and which is reduced. P.

1. AgNO3 + HC1 AgC1 + HNO3

a) displacement
b) Aq = +1, N = +5, '0 = H = +1, Cl = -1

c) N/A



2. 2 H
2
+ 2- 1.2 )120

a) redox

b) H ;.0, 0 = 0 to H 0 = -2

H
2

is oxidized and 0
2
is reduced

Student Pr_ obies

I. (a) Classify.e4ch of the following reactions;as a displacement or redox type,_
(b) find the oxidation number of eLch participant in the reaction, awl--
(c) indicate which *substance is oxidized and which is'reduced.

Answers
I. Ba(OH) + H 00 -----= BaS0 + 2 H

2
0 I, a, displacesien.

2 2 4 , 4 b) Ba = +2, 0= -2, H= +1, S P +6
c) N/A '

II. H2 + 3 N
2

2 mi
3

II. a) redox
b) H = 0,'N = 0\to H = +1, N a -3
c) H2 is oxidized and N2 is reduc

III. 2 Mg + C + 2 Mg0 III. a) redox
b) mg 0, c +4, 0 = -2 to CYO

Mg us+,2

c) C is reduced and Nt-is oxidized 1

Balancingredox equations is often more complicated than balancing the displacement,

type reictio0 (arid-base or precipitation equations). The ion-electron method

is very effebtive because it separates and later recombines the oxidation reaction

and the reddieSen reaction. However, we Will demonstrate the simpler oxidation-

number method:

Step 1. Given this word equation:

Step

Iron (III) oxide + carbon ----e-iron + carbon (IV) ocide

Write the symbols for the unbalanced equation:

Fe
2
0
3
+ Fe + CO

2

ti

Step 3. -Assign the oxidation number of,each element in the unbalanced equation:

+3 -2 0 0 +4-2
Fe203 + C Fe CO2

is



Step 4. Determine which elements have undergone a change in oxidation num-

bers

2 Fe
+3

i Fe° a decrease of 6 (reduction)

CO C
+4

an increase of 4 (oxidation)

Step 5. Use the nuMktrs found in Step 4. to determine the simplest ratio of

moles of Fe to moles of Co. This is accomplished by_multiplying---
through by_ap.propriate---eeef-ficients-B6-thif the decrease in oxidation

umber for reduction is balanced by the increase in oxidation number
for oxidation. Thus,

2x(2 Fe
+3

Fe
o
)- or 2 times decrease of 6 = -12

.
03x( C--8-C+4

) or 3 times increase of 4 = +12

Step 6. The balancing shows 4 moles of Fe
+3

(2xFe
+3

) and 3 moles of C to be
.0

necessary. Thus,

2 Fe
2
q
3

+- C 61.4 Fe + 3 CO
2

Student Problems

"."...

V

1. Using the oxidation number method, balance the following redox equations:

a) NH
3
+ 0

2
NO + H2O (2, V2/ 2,3)*

b) C
6
H
14

+ 0
2

CO
2
+ H2O (1, 19/2- 6,7;

c) + Zn(NO ) + AgZn AgNO3 3 2
(1, 2 1,2)

* It is correct to balance an equation using coefficients containing fractions.

Remember that these coefficients tprsent the number of moles and one could

certainly measure out ti mole of a compound. //



SECTION 2: STOIcHIOMETRY

16.

A balanced chemical equation not only reveals the symbols and formulas oVsub-
stances reacting and producing products but shows the precise molar relationship among:
the substances. The equation in the first worked example of section 1-can be translat4
to read: "one mole" of propane reacts with "five moles" of oxygen to produce
"three moles" of carbon dioxide and "four moles" of water. Computations based
on formula.and balanced equations are referred_ to as stoichiometric calculations.

-7144_unusual-Imard-is-derilied from the Greek "stoicheion" meaning element and
Oat ri a" for science of measuring. .Stpichiometry is the mitheMatical relation-

- ship between the numbers of moles of one reactant or product to the number of
leS 'Of another reactant or product. It can be determined simply by examining
balanced equation.

Tbr- a generalized equation: -4

aA + bB + dD

where A and B are reactants
C and D are products
a,b,c,4nd d represent the appropriate'

coefficients

the stoichiometric relationship between the number of moles of one.reactant or
product to the number ofamoles of another reactant or product can betdetermined

by finding the ratios of the appropriate coefficients.

For example:

number of of moles-D =
a

times number of moles A

In order to balance an equation the products must be given or be predictable. A
few general chemistry equation types should be memorized to assist in product pre-

dictions and equation balancing.

a) Acids + Base Salt + Water

b) Nonmetal Oxides + Water---..Acids

c) Metal Oxides + Water ----ft.Hydroxides

d) ,Metals (active) + Hydrogen + Salts

e) Hydrocarbons + Oxygen --fp. Carbon Dioxide + Water

where: 0 indifmtes ignition or heat source.
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Stuent Problems

1. Given the following equatio'll, calculate the number of moles of oxygen re-

quired to form 25 moles of ZnO. (12.5 moles 02)

2 Zn + 0
2

2 ZnO

2. How many moles of Mg
of Mg(OH)

2
? -(3 mole

12 will be produced from 6 moles of HC1 and an excess

MgC12)

3. Predict the actual products
appropriate "general

from the following reactants by selecting the

chemistry equation" type.

a) SO
3
+ H2O (H

2
SO

4
)

b) Al + HNO
3
----0-? (H

2'
Al (NO

3
)
3
)

c) C6H6 + 0
2
----0-? (CO

2'
H
2
0)

SECTION 3: THEORETICAL ACTUAL YIELDS

'Thu should recall that a mole or gram molecular weight of a substance is the num-
ber-6f grams correspondi g to the substance's total atomic or molecular weight. It

should be a ...elatively imple mat et' to calculate the quantity of any one reactant

or product by using the stoichime ric relationship-and the known gram molecular

Weight:-

1r11111tEJILEETLA,____'number of moles A =
Gram molecular weciiht A

The expected (theoretical) quantity of product calculated in this way rom a given

(equantity of reactant is called the theoretical yield of the produit. ,

. \

. Worked Example .
\

When116.0 g of butane (C4111,1) are burned ,to -give 1::)2 and H20, what is the theoret-

ical yield in both (a) molE&Y and (b) grams of CO2?

Balanced Equation:
,

c 4810+23/2 02 5 N2

Aklis

number of moles A =number of gi A
Gram molecular weigr2

116.0 g C4 H
10

number or moles C /*Hie 58.0 Vow

Cumber of moles C
4 10

= 2
19

.3%
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(a) According to the balanced equation. 1 mole C4H
10 will give 4 moles of CO2,

therefor 7 moles 04110 should yield E1molc2.

4b) Number of moles D=
number of (Trams D
Gram molecular weight D

number of grams CO
28 moles CO

2
=

44.0 g /mole

4

Number of grams CO2 = 8 moles CO2 x 44.0 g/moles

Number of grams CO
2
= 352g

Student Problems 1

ss 1. Calculate the number of grams of water-required to react stoichiometrically
(quantitatively) with 9.66 g of pure sodium metal according to the following
equation. (7.56 g d20)

0 2 Na + 2 H.0 H2 2 NaOH
L,.

Q

In practice, the actual yield of products from a reaction is never as great as
the theoretical vleld. The actual yield is always less than the theoretical
yieldo. The actual percentage yield is calculated using the following formula:

\ _\actul,yield
.

% yield x 100
theoretical yield

and yield may be expressed in any convenient units(grams,

\

etc.), but both yields must be measured by the same units.

Worked Example
4 ' 4

t
The actual yield of H2O collected when, 20.0 g of hydr gen gas (11 was burned
in Excess oxygen was 160 g. What was the percentage yield of H2O 0 in this

experiment?
/

1
H + 0 H2O
2 2 2

rt

N.,
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number of grams H2
number of moles H

2
=

cram Molecular weight H2

20.0 g
= 10 moles

2.0 g/moles

According to the balanced equation, 1 mole H2 yields 1 mole H2O therefore
10 moles H2 should yield 10 molgi H20.

4 number of grams H2O
number of moles H 0 =

2 gram molecular weight

number of grams H2O
10 moles H 0 -

-2 18.0 g/moles H2O

number of grams H2O = 10 moles x 18 g/moles

= 180 g

Theoretical Yield = 180 g
Actual Yield = 160 g

% yield -
-Actual Yield

x 100
Theoretical Yield

% yield -71-7-17-4 ldb = 189 7-1
180 g

Student Problem

1. Calculate the % yield of oxygen (02) if the actual yield of oxygen from
heating 16.93 g Ba02 is 0.800 g. (50%)-

1
Be02 Ba0 + -2-02

SECTION 4: LIMITING REAGENT

Chemical equations specify exactly how much of one reactant is required to "con- x.

Some" a given amount of any othet reactant. If one reactant is present in excess,

the excess quantity will not be consumed. The reactant present in the smallest

quantity relative to that specified by the chemical equation is called the
limiting reagent inasmuch as it limits the theoretical yield.

1,
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Worked Example

If 5 moles of CH, are burned in 5 moles of 0
2
according to the following equation,,

which, compound i2 the limiting reagent?

CH
4

+ 2 0
2

CO
2
+ 2 H

2
0

It is obvious frai the balanced equation that 2 moles of oxygen are "consumed"
for each mole of CHI available. Thus 5 moles of CH4 would require 10 moles of
02. Oxygen is the limiting reactant.' 0

\

Laboratory

A gravimetric etermination (analysis by measuring weights) demOnstrates
the principle a quantitative andtysis at this point.

Det rmining the iron content in an ore sample would illustrate this technique..A glneralized step-wise procedure for any gravimetric determination is as /fol ows:o

1. Dissolve a known weight of the sample containing the ion of interest.
41

2. Add to the solution a substance that will form an "insoluble" compound
with the ion of interest. The solubility of this compound must be so
small that the weight of the ion remaining in solution is too low to be
measured with the laboratory instruments available.

3. Collect the compound by filtration.

4. Wash the compound to remove soluble contaminants.

5. Dry the compound and weigh it. If the compound hat been collected in
filter paper, the paper must be burned off so that only the pure, 'dry
compound remains.

6. Calculate the weight of the ion of interest contained in the precipitate.

7. Calculate the percentage by weight v! the ion of interest in the original
sample.

Student Problems

1. What is the limiting reactah, when in.° g of methane are burned in 25 g of
' ,- oxygen? (Oxygen)

2. Sodium reacts with chlorine to give sodium chloride. If 50,0 g of sodium
metal is mixed with 75.0 g of chlorine (C12) which is the limiting reagent?
(C1

2
since 50.0 g of sodium requires 77.12g of pit to react completely.).



3. 45.0 grams of zinc and 28.0 grams of sulfur are intimately mixed aid caused
to ftact until one is completely consumed. Howmany grams of zinc sulfide
will be formed? How many grams of which element will remain unreacted?

(5.98g S- remains)
a

4. The reaction of a dry cell may be represented by Zn + 2 NH C1 ZnC1
2

+

2 NH
3
+ H

2
. Calculate the number of grams of zinc consumed during the release

of 9.32 grans of ammonia in such a cell. (17.9 g)

5. The explosion of nitroglycerine is described-15174e equation 4 C H
3 5 3 3

12 CO
2
+ 10 H2O + 6 N, + 0

2
. How many grams of carbon dicxide are produced

by the explosion of 69.7 grans of nitroglycerine? (38.5 g)

6. A solution containing 1.46 graMs of barium chloride is added to a-solution
containing 2.14 grams of sodium chromate, Na

2
Cr0

4'
Find the number of grams

of barium chromate that precipitate. (1.78g BaCr0
4
).



Chapter III

Electrochemistry,

SECTION 1: THE GALVANICFELL

Whenever two unlike metals are electrically connected together a voltage is
produced between them. If two metals are placed into a conducting solution,
the electrical potential can cause metal ions to leave the more positive metal,
the anode, and to move to the more negative metal, the cathode. The anode and

cathode are calledlectrodes. Any conducting solution is called an electrolyte.
The conduction in an electrolyte is caused by the migration of ions through
a potential difference. An arrangement of materials which result in a chemical
reaction that generates an electric current is milled a galvanic or voltaic

cell. The chemical reaction in a galvanic cell is an oxidation-reduction reac-

tion. In the cell illustrated below, metal "A" is oxidized at the surface
of the anode; the metal "A" ions are reduced at the cathode. When ions are

reduced,they may coat metal "B" with a layer of "A". The cathode will then

grow larger while the anode is growing smaller.

A A+ + e- anode reaction (oxidation)

A+ + e cathode reaction (reduction),

The cathode reaction is not limited to A+ ions: any positive ion will migrate

towards the cathode. Posifive ions are called cations. Negative ions are called

anions; they migrate towards the anode.

Metal R (cathode)

Volt Meter

IALVMIC CELL

The voltage produced by a galvanic cell depends upon the two metals and the

concentration of ions in the electrolyte. A standardized measurement of the

voltage that a metal:will/create is done with a Standard Cell. A standard

cell is composed of two etandard half-cells. These half -cells consist of a

pure metal electrode in/an electrolyte whose concentration is 1M in ions of

that metal. The half cells are connected by a porous material or a salt bridge

which allows iommigration yet keeps the solutions from mixing. Such cells

are used principally for measurement of potential differences (without current

flowing). 4



"_3, 14 Zn++

A Sta dard Cell

J

Half Reaction

.+ -
Li #1La + e

K K
+

+ e

Cu

1 M Cu
++

Porous
Material,

The potential created by standard '
cells can be used to rate the metals
in terms 0 their tendency to oxidize.
Thus,tables of Standard Oxidation
Potentials can be created. On this
table the oxidation potential of hydro-
gen is made zero since potentials are
measured as potvtial differences and
require a\reference ground po-
tential). The table is a partial list.
Aiy oxidation-reduction reaction has a
standard oxidation potential.

TA*LE OF STANDARD
'OXIDATION POTENTIALS

Potential (volts)

+3.06 volts

+2.92

Mg
°.

01Mg
2+

+ 2e +2.34

Al #A13+ + 3e +1.67

Zn Zn
2+

+ 2e + .76

Fe . -&Fe
2+

+ 2e

Cd riiiCd
2+

+ 2e

-
Sn r Sn

2+
+ 2e

1

.44

+ .40

+ .14

H
2

2E1+ + 2e 0.0
'1-

, 2+ -
Cu w--z-Cu + 2e - .35

Ag fb- Ag
++

e - .80

Pt -OPt2+ + 2e -1.20

1.11 v
:351

A' 1

.76

1

Pt Ar Cu 1t Sn Cd Fn Zn LiAl Mg F.

I I I 1 II 1 I I I

2 1 +1 .K1 +3

Standard
Oxidation Potentials (Volts)

2

4
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The potential difference measured between two standard half-cells is the dif-
ference between the two standard! potentials. For example 1.11 V would'be
measured between a standard Zn half-cell and a standard Cu half-cell. Th.:,

zinc would be oxidized because it has a higher oxidation potential than does

copper. The zinc would become the anode. ,

Student Problem

/
1. 1P1-11.in the following table describing various combinations of standard

half-cells.

Metal
,A

Metal
B

Potential
___Preate4

Metal
Oxidized

Cathode
Metal

Anode
Metal '

3n Cu

Pt Cu

Zn Mg' .

Li H-
2

Whenever the concentration in a cell is not 1M as it is in standard cells, the
potential created is different. Concentrations seldom are 1,M in actual practice.
For concentrations other than IN, the Nernst Equation is used to calculate the
potential. For reactions of the type

4

M Mn+ + ne

the Nernst equation can be written

where

251 log rMill

if

E° is the,standard oxidation potential
n i the oxidation number change
IlMn-rjis the ionic molar concentration
r is the cell oxidation potential

26



Worked Example,

1. What would k.a the potential difference between a half-cell made of zinc
in .001 K Zn2+ and a half-cell made of copper in a .1 M solution of Cu2+
ions whkret---Enfs) Cu2+ Zni+ + Cuts)

The potential created by the zinc half cell

905
E = .76

.

log .001
2

= .76 - (.03) (-3) = .76 + .09 = +.85 volts

The potential created by the copper half cell

E = -.35 .059.
log .1

2

= -.35 - (.03) ( -1) = -.15 + .03 = -.32 volts

The difference between these two is the answer

.85 - (-.32) = 1.17 volts

Student Problem

'1. Use the Nernst Equation to determine the potential differences obtained
between the following pairs of -half cells.

(1) Zinc in .01 M Zn
2+

and copper in .001 M Cu
2+

.

(2) Silver in 10 M Ag
2+

and cadmium in 1 M Cd
2+

.

(3) Copper in 10 M Cu
2+

and copper in .001 M Cu
2+

.

(1.08'V)

(1.23 V)

The answer to (3) above is 0.12 V. This is an example of a concentration cell
in which the metal is tne same, but a potential difference is caused by a dif-
ference in electrolyte concentration.

SECTION 2t THE CORROSION OF IRON AND STEEL

Steel usually rusts by an Jlectrochemical process called oxygen absorption.
All that is required is oxygen in the air and an electrolyte, which can simply
be moisture in the air. An electrochemical cell is formed between an anode,
(iron) and a caLnode (another paxt,ed thp surface) in contact with an electro-
lyte: The reaction is due to a potential difference within the metal be-
tween the anode and the cathode. The presence of salt in the, electrolyte will
accelerate the corrosion process. Salt, such as that used for ice removal on
winter streets or as in ocean breezes, makes the electrolyte more conductive.

p
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Iron and steel want to rust. These metals began iron oxide ores, found

in nature. Great amounts of energy and time were required,to separate the

iron from the oxygen.

Student Problems

1, Write,and balance the full chemical equation of the rusting in iron.
Assume the final end product is Fe203.

2. List three requirements for ;the rusting of steel and suggest three means

to prevent rust by eliminating the possibility of fulfilling the require-
ment.

SECTION 3: GALVANIC CORROSION

The corrosion of any metal involves an oxidation-reduction process in which the
metal is oxidized to a compound. All oxidation-reduction processes are asso-

ciated with an electrical potential difference which specifies the cathode and
the anode. Metal is removed from the anode as it is oxidized. The'specific

locations of the cathode and anode are often determined by design, environment
or the internal metallurgical variations. Potential differences can be caused

in fabricated materials by several mechanisms:

1) compositional variations
2) concentration variations
3) temperature
4) localized stress

5) crystal size

Each of these can produce the potential difference required to cause corrosion
of a metal structure. Compositional variations between two metals in direct

contact produce an anode and a cathode. This canres0.t in galvanic corrosiln

and is common in assemblies of dissimilar metals. Metals are commonly listed in
ordpr of electrochemicaluforce,lia list called the galvanic series. Metals

higher on the list become an anode and corrode when paired with metals lower on
the list.

e,40...Electron flow

Electrolyte

Anode

Cathode

Metal Ion Migration

23
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Galvanic Series of Metals 0

Corroded End (anodic, or least noble)

Magnesium(

Zinc
Aluminum 1100

Cadmium
Steel
Cast iron
18-8 Stainless
Tin
Nickel
Brisses
Copper
Bronzes
Titanium
Silver
Graphite
Gold
Platinum
Protected End (cathodic or more noble)
ff

An example of how galvanic corrosion works i o served when an aluminum nut

and boltlis used to connect steel plate. I. a moist or seaside atmosphere

the_aluminum will corrode easily. Note that aluminum is above steel in thel

galvanic series.

Aluminum nut and bolt

Aluminum corrosion

Steel Plate

If anoaluminum self - threading screw is used on zinc plate, the opposite will

occur. Zinc is above aluminum in the galvanic series, thus zinc will corrode.

Aluminum Screw Zinc Plate

Zinc Corrosion

In designs where contact between dissimilar metals is unavoidable, it is best
to provide the anodic part with as large a surface as possible to distribute

the corrosive damage. For example, at a Zn-Al junction, illustrated above,
damage 1.&the anodic zinc is spread over tho large surface of the zinc plate.
On the other hand; at the Al-steel, junction, severe damage is concentrated on
the small surface area of the anodic nut and bolt.

249
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The galvanic effect is used to protect steel from rusting. A coating made

from a metal higher on the galvanic series can be made into a sacrificial coat-

ing. Zinc is most Commonly used. The process is known as galvanization. If

a zinc galvanized steel is scratched
or nicked to expose bare steel, the
anodic coating sacrificially deposits

....Electtblyte overthe steel;- preventing rust. Cad-
mium coatings are. also Used to protect

Sacrificial coatirg steel in this way. A tin coating over-

Base Steel steel will not protect against rust,
once the tin has been scratched. Tin

is below steel in the galvanic series
thus the iron becomes the anode and
will freely rust. Tin plating is used
as protection of steel because it
blocks the attack of oxygen andater,1
Once the tin is scratched, corrosion
begins.

Scratch

Galvanization is a form of cathodic protection. Cathodic protection is a tech
nique used to prevent or retard the corrosion of one,metal. For example, an

iron or steel underground pipe can be connected by S'_wire to a more active

metal such as zinc, aluminum, or magnesium. The difference in activity of the

two metals causes a current to flow between them, prodticing corrosion of

the more active metal. The active metal supply can be replaced periodically;

leaving the underground pipe intact.

Cathodic Protection

so
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Many ocean -going ships and boats have large pieces of sacrificial zinc placed
near brass propellors and ,shafts. This is a form of cathodic protection.
-The zinc need not be 'connected directly to the brass since the salt water is
a good! conductor. The zinc, being above brass in the galvanic series, corrodes
rather than the brass. The process known as dezincification is galvanic cor-
rosion on a microscopic scale. Microscopically, many alldys consist of two or
more phases. These can form small galvanic corrosion cells. For example, brass
can consist of small interlaced copper-rich and zinc-rich phases. The zinc
becomes the anode and; in'the presence of an electrolyte, it will corrode, leaving
behind ,a very porous copper-rich phase which has little strength.-

Several examples of galvanic corrosion are shown in the following examples with
tiw heavy arrows indicating the direction of electron flow.

dk

A potential difference is established between
an oxygen - starved surface and a surface where
oxygen is plentiful. Rusting, for example, .be-
gins at th,2 node formed in the center of a drop-
let or a stagnant puddle of water where oxygen is
scarce. Cathodic reaction takes place at the
outer edges where oxygen is available. The large
arrow:, .41,..w the direction of eiectma flow.

Crevice corrosion is caused by an oxygen vi.dient
between the electrolyte at the surface arid the
oxygen-starved electrolyte at the bottom of the
crevice. This condition is typical of weldpents,
sheet-metal joints, and rough surfaces where
water may be trapped, and also explains why a

rough microfinished surface rusts faster than a
smooth surface.

nor
2

Ao

211k1

0

Gradien is in electrolyte composition are probably
the most common cause of rust. Pipes in soil, for
example, passing through strata with vPrving salt
content, and car fenders collecting clumpsof mud
with salt and water of varying concentration are
conditions that encourage very rapid rusting.

.11
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A Its obvious fom of crevico corrosiun takes
place between tightly sealed joints where the
concealed metal surface is oxygen starved.
Clectrolyte may seep between irregularities
In the mating surfaces or may be carried by
moisture-bearing materials (such as wood) in
contact with the steel.

A galvanic cell can even, be created within a piece of metal which has a uniform
concentration. They are caused bychangeslin crystal structure brought about
by localized stresses and by. residual stresses created when metal is bent or
deformed.

Steel can also rust all by itself--due to internal
metallurgical differences. The microscopic grains
in apiece f steel are comprised of a number of
crystalline structures and a potential difference
can exist between them. Even variations in grain
structure or heat treatment within a metal can set
up potentials that drive rusting reactions.

Localized stresses in steel change electrical
potential. Generally, a point of applied
stress becomes an anode. The phenomenon is
especially critical in structural parts be-
cause the metal degenerates where strength
is most needed.

Even localized residual stresses provide anode
points formed or bent steel parts bearing residual
stresses near the point of deformation, surface-
hardened or conversion-coated parts with compres-
sive residual stresses at the surface, and even
welded metal that may be stressed near the weld
zones, for example. This phenomenon explains
why sheet-steel often rusts first at bent edges.

Student Problems

1. If a tin plate is contacted to a cadmium plate, will a galvanic cell be
created in a moist atmosphere? If corrosion were to occur, which metal
would be oxidiied? Which metal would be corroded? (Yes, cadmium, zinc)

. Which is best to use: 1) a steel bolt in a large brass plate, or 2) a
brass bolt in a large steel plate? (Brass bolt)

,Large blo604 of magnesium are often dropped at the, base of off-shore oil
drilling rigs. Why is this done? (Cathodic protection)
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SECTION Ai APPLIED ELECTROCHEMISTRY

Voltaic celli are galvanic cells in which a chemical reaction creates an

electric potential. The common dry cell is an example of a voltaic cell.'

The chemical reaction involves two half-ce13 reactions:

1/4

(oxidation) half cell: Zn Zn
2+

+ 2e

(reduction) half cell: 2MnO2 + 2NH
4

+
+ 2t Mn203 + 2NH

3
+ H2O

Zinr.

Carbon
rod

Outside
wrapping

Paper saturated
with electrolyte

02 + NH
4
Cl

A potential of approximately 1.5 volts is-generated between the positive carbon
electrode and the negative zinc can.

The lead storage battery is another common example of a voltaic cell. The auto -

sobile is'constructed of alternating plates of lead and lead dioxide

iumersed in sulfuric acid (electrolyte). When the battery iQ in use, the lead
plate (Pb0) is the positive pole (anode) and the lead dioxide (Pb02) is the nega-

tive pole (cathode). The following half-reactions take place simultaneously:

Anode: Pb Pb
2+

+ 2e

-
then: Pb

2+
+ SO4-

Cathode: Pb02 + 4H
+

+ 2e Pb
2+

+ 2H
2
0

then: Pb
2+

+ SO
2

4
PbSO4

Pb + Pb02 + 211
2
Ho

4
2Pbs0

4
+ 211

2
0
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It should be 11 d that as this type battery discharges, H2SO4 (specific gravity:

1.28) is co ti and water is being produced. Thus, a simple check 'of the

gravity could indIate the state of "charge". A completely discharged

battery will have a specifiC.gravity very close to that of water (<1.08).

Cathode

Lead
Plates

a _ -

Lead
Dioxide
Plates

H
2
SO

4

(Elect-rolyte)

Lead Stcrage Battery

The lead storage battery unlike most other common voltaic cells can be recharged.

An electrolytic cell is a cell in which a chemical reaction is forced to occur

by the application of an'outside source of electricity (an alternator for examplS).

recharge

2PbSO
4
; 2H20 Pb + Pb0

2
+ 2H

2
SO

4

discharge

A fuel cell is a special example of both a voltaic and electrolytic cell. Using

the'chemical energy of a fuel and an oxidizing agent, electrical energy is produced

directly. A fuel cell can be created using any two or more elements, for example

with hydrogen (fuel) and oxygen (oxidizing agent).
2H

2
+ 0

2
+ electrical energy

By reversing the above reaction, both gaseous hydrogen and oxygen can be generated

from water by applying an electric current. This process is called electrolysis.

electrical
2H

2
0 + ----II-2H2

+ 0 .1
2

.

energy
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Another example of electrolysis (the forcing of a chemical reaction by applying
an electric current) can be demonstrated by passing a current.through a copper
chloride solution. The following re ction takes place with copper plating out
-osi the cathode and chlorine gas g liberated at the anode.

Carbon
Electrode

(Cathode)

Copper plating
onto electrode

Battery

Carbon
ectrode

(anode)

Chlorine
Gas

)

Electrolysis of a CuCl
2
Solution

Faraday's Law states that the amount.of chemical change produced by an electric
current is directly proportional to the quantity of electricity used. The quan-

tity of electricity is actually the number of electrons involved. The standard
unit of electricity is the coulomb and was originally defined as the quantity of elect-
ricity needed to plate 1.11177153g of silver from a silver ion solution. An

&portant chemistry application can be derived from Faraday's Law by the fact
that "the equivalent weight of a substance is the number of grams that can gain
or lose one mole of electrons". (e.g. 6.023 x 1023 electrons)

71
One Faraday = 96,500 coulombs = 1 mole of electrons = 6.023 x 1023 electrons

t......

thus

One Fariday = the charge carried by 1 GEW

/

3
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Current flows are normally expressed in amperes. One mere is equal to the
flow of one coulomb per second through a conductor. For example, a 1 ampere
current would require 96,500' seconds to deposit one mole of electrons.

1 coulombs = amperes x ssecLond
--].11111!

Worked Exaliple

1. Calculate the theoretical quantity of copper (Cu) and chlorine gas (Cy
produced by the passage of 96,500 rmulombs rough molten copper (II)
chloride..

Cu
2

1- 2e (red ction)

2C1 -----=-C1
2
+ 2e (oxidation)

63.55gram-equivalent weight coOper =
2

- 31.78 g

gram-equivalent weight chlorine - 35145 = 35.45 g

Since: 96,500 coulombs = 1 faraday = charge carried by 1 GEW.

then

Cu = 31.78 g I

Cl
2
= 35.45 g 1

2. How many coulombs of charge will-be required to plate out 10.2 g of iron from
a solution of iron (II) chloride?

85.

GEW (iron) =
552

- 27.93

thus 27.9343, irou are deposited by 96,500 coulombs =_1 faraday

96,500 coulombs
or charge = 10.2

27.93 g . 1 faraday

Icharge = 35,240 C
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3. How aucn time (seconds)iwould be required to plate out the 27.93 g of iron
in problem 2 using a 201.0ampere current?

coulofts = amperes x seconds

seconds
coulombs

=

time

Student Problems,

amperes

35 240 coulombs
20.0 amperes

time = 1760 sI

1. Determine the number of hours required for a 6.0 ampere current to electro-

lytically decompose8.0 g of water. (9 hours)

1. An electrolytic cell contains a solution of copper (II) sulfate and an

anode of impure copper metal. Calculate the quantity of copper that will

be deposited on the cathode by 150 amperes maintained for exactly 1 hour.
(178 grams)

Electroplating is a process whereby a metal surface is coated with another metal

using an' electrical current.

Electroplating a 5te(1 can with
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When a metal is electroplated with zinc,it is said to be

seem to be a strange metal to select to protect iron since
activity scale than 'iron. Zinc (like iron) reacts readily
and carbon dioxide but forms a tough film of Zn(0E)2'Zne03
attack. This is plated on steel for the same purpose.

Electroplating is one of the most important methods for production of metallic
coatings. The most common electrodeposited metals are zinc, nickel, chromium,
tin and copper. In recent years alloys such as lead-tin, tin - copper, and tin-
zinc have been increasingly electroplated.,

vanized. This may
zinc is higher on the
with moisture, oxygen,

that resists further

Laboratory

The student should have experience performing a simple electroplating experiment,

including placing techniques and parameters (solute concentrations, current flow

rates, impurities, temperature effects, etc.).
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SECTION 5: CORROSION CONTROL AND PREVENTION

The prevention and control of corrosion can be accomplished in severalAways:

1. Protection by design and fabrication procedures.
2. Modification of the'cOrrosive environment.
3. Application of inhibitors.
4. Purification and alloying of metals.
5. Cathodic protection.
6. Application of protective coatings.

V

The proper selection of materials and sound design are the best means of con-
trolling and preventing-corrosion. The use of dissimilar-metal contacts should
always be avoided becauie galvanic corrosion could result from the presence of
an. electrolyte. If two metals are to contact, choose ones that are very close in
the galvanic series. The anode area should be as large as possible, and the
cathode area should be much smaller. If practical,dissimilar metals should
be electrically insulated from one another. If the anode area is painted or
coated, any breaks in the layer

1
would lead to rapid penetration of the metal

at that point. Uniform corrosion of unpainted anode migh° be less disastrous.

A corrosive environment is necessary for most corrosive processes. Oxygen
dissolved in water is a major cause of iron corrosion. Oxygen can be removed
by deactivation at high temperature or by chemical deactivation. Sodium -sul-

fite is frequently used; it reacts with oxidizing agents to form soluble sodium

sulfate.

Dehumidification is the process of reducing air moisture to such an extent that
the amount orwater condensed on surfaces is negligible and corrosion is minimal.

A corrosion inhibitor is a substance which effectively decreases the corrosion
rate of metal when added in small amounts to the corrosive environment. They

can be diviied into anodic and cathodic types according to their effect on
`the respective electrode. Anodic inhibitors stifle corrosion,by forming a
slightly soluble compound with the newly produced metal ion. The compound
coats the anode area and protects it. Cathodic inhibitors modify the cathode

reaction in such a way that it can be more easily controlled.

Pure metals have higher corrosion resistance than do impure metals. However,
very pure metals are more expensive and do not have the diversified mechanical
properties of alloys. Alloys have been developed specifically for corrosion

resistance. If aluminum, magnesium or lead are alloyed, they form two-phase
heterogeneous alloys having low corrosion resistance. However, metals like
iron, nickel, chromium, copper and cobalt form homogeneous solid solutions
with many other metals. These alloys can be developed to resist severe corro-

sive environments. Stainless steel is an example. The chromium in stainless
'steel prOuces an oxide surface film which slows down corrosion by oxygen.

30
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Metals such as aluminum, titanium and stainless steel form a persistent pro-
tective ila on the anode surface in oxidizing environments. Aluminum is very
high on e galvanielieries yet it withstands weathering well because of its
oxide cos pg. The surface reaction which forms an oxide that inhibits corro-
sion is cal ed passivation. The commercial process that produCts a protective
coating on a uminum is called anodizing.

Surface coati it. can be used to stop corrosion. Painting is a logical first step.
However,a typi 1 film of paint does not adhere-well to a smooth metal surface.
alto, ordinary is do not stop the-electro-chemical reaction that causes
rUst. Electrons readily migrate through most paints. Special rust preventa-
tive paints such as zinc-rich pripers are required.

4

Before paint is applied to a metal surface for protection, that surface is
usually pretreated. PretreatAent can include cleaning and abrading or even
chemiCal conversinm Iron surfaces are often chemically converted to iron
phosphate, producing a rough, electrically neutral layer which inhibits electro-
chemical rusting reactions.

Protection by galvanizing has already been discussed. This is an application

of cathodic protection.

4

a
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Chapter IV

e

Gas Laws 4i

SECTION 1: GAS P SURE

Pressure is defi as the force acting on a unit area of surface. For example,

an eXpresnion might be:

Force (in dynes)
Pressure (in dynes/cm

2
)

Area (in square centimeters)

The recommended International System of Units (SI) pressure unit is the pascal.

The patital (Pa) is based on the newton unit of fc ce.

Pressure (in pascals) =
Force (in newtons)
Area (in square meters)

The English system might express:

2
Pressure (in lb/in2) -

Sorce (in pounds)

Area (in square inches)

Pressure is often expressed in "atmospheres". Since air has weight, it exerts

a pressure on the earth's surface. An atmosphere is the pressure exerted by
the weight of a column of -merciiry 760 mm high at 03C and is approximately equal
to the average pressure exerted by the atmosphere at sea level. The term torr

is designid to be used in place of mm of mercury since confusion can arise from
t.:Ae use of a unit of length (mm) as .4 unit of pressure. One tor* is the pressure

equivalent to that pressume-trefted by 1 mm of mercury.

Although atmospheric pressure is recorded on a barometer, the pressure of a con-

fined gas or the vapors of a liquid are norrIlly measured by means of an appro-

priate gauge. Since atmospheric pressure is being constantly applied to all
equipment, pressure gauges usually measure tge amount of pressure in excess

of atmospheric pressure. The units of a gauge pressure are listed as psig in the

English system. The true pressure, called the absolute pressure, is the sum of

the gauge pressure and the atmospheric pressure. Thus, in the English system of

units,

P(absolute) = P(gauge) + 14.7 (in units of psi)

Absolute pressures are listed in units of psia.

A "psia" gauge indicates the absolute pressure (in the English system)while a

"psig" gauge would read 0 psi at one atmosphere. This should be corrected (by

adding the barometric pressure) if the absolute pressure is required.
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One Atmosphere of Pressure

Gauge Pressure

0 psig.

Absolute Pressure

" 14.7 psia

A barometer is a device used to measure atmospheric pressure. It consists of an
evacuated glass tube inverted ifi a pool of mercury and exposed to atmospheric
pressure.

A Torricelli Barometer

4f
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Worked Examples

Convert these pressures to "atmosphere" units.

a. 733 mm Hg

1 atmosphere
733 mm 8g x 760 mm Hg

0.965 atm

.

b. 435 torr

1 atmosphere
435 torr x 0.572 atm

760 tort

c. 100,000 Pa

100,000 Pa x
1 atmosphere

= 0.987 atm
101,325 Pa

Lr.bOratory

Each student should review_the pressure safety rules given in Chapter 1

of "Chemical Science°and Technology I. The student should be able
to use a Torricelli type barometer, gas regulators, McLeod and other type pres-
sure gauges, gas drying tubes, etc. The hazards of working with mercury should
be discussed.

Student Problems

1. A typical midwest city has a barOMetric pressure of 740 torr. Express this

pressure in both atmospheres and pascals. (0.974 atm; 98,700 Pa)

2. A gas cylinder equipped with a typical "psig" type gauge reads 40 psi. ,What

is the absolute pressure in the cylinder? (54.7 psi)

3. The-gauge on a tank registers 74.0 psi. Express this pressure reading in

mm Hg. (3830 mm Hg)

SECTION 2: TEE IDEAL GAS LAW

At high texperature and low pressures, all gases have been found to obey several
simple laws (Boyle's, Charles', Gay-Lussac's, etc.).A gas which obeys these laws
is called an ideal gas.

Boyle's Law states that the volume of a gas varies inversely with the pressure,,

when the temperature is held constant.

Volume cr
1

Pressure
only at constant

temperature

43
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A gas which occupies 200 ml at 25°C has its pressure increased from 1 atm to 6 atm
while the temperature is kept Oonstan. What will he the new volume of the gas?

V=
1
P
1

V.2P
2

where: V
1
and P

1
= Initial volume and pressure

/ and V
2

and I/
2
= Final volume and Pressure.

V -

V
1
P
1

2 P
2

/

200 x 1 atm
V
2 6 Atm

V2 = 3r. 3 ml

Charles's Law states that at constant pressure the volume of a given mass of
gas varies directly with the absolute temperature.

Tonly at consahf- 1
Vol . = eratut (in K) ipressure"-- - -- --J

The abF,',Ite temperature dairbe-edculated by simply adding 273.15° to the

celsius (°C) temperature reading.

Worked Example

Asample of methane gds occupies 3.00 liters at 273 K and 1 atm pressure.,-If

the temperature is raised to 357 K while the pressure remains constant, what will
be the new volume?

V
1

V
2'

where: V
1
and T

1
= Initial volume and temperature

T T2
2

V
1
x T

2V = --
2 T

1

V
2
and T

2
= Final volume and temperature

3.00 liters x 357 K*- 3.92 litersV2 -
273 K

Avogadro's Law states that equal volumes of different.'gases under the same con-
dition of temperature and pressure contain the same number of moles. It has been

determined that "one mole of any ideal gas will occupy 22.4 liters at standard
temperature and pressure". Standard temperature and pressure (STP) means a tem-

perature of 0°C (273 K) andone atmosphere of pressure (760 torr).

IVolume = moles (n)

44



worked Example

How many moles of an ideal gas occupy a volume of 100 liters at STP?

Since 1 mole occupies 22.4 t at STP,

m moles occupy 100

where x = 100 R
1 mole ) = 4.46 les

(22.48

The IdealGas Law can now be derived by combining Boyle's, Charles's and Avogadro's/

Laws:

Boyle's Law V a 1

P

Charles's,Law V a T

Avogadro's Law V a n

where: R, the proportional
dependi on units us

n
V a

T

P

or

V =

PV = nRT

RnT

--
constantPis the gas law constant which

measure P, V and T. See the table below.

-
Note: The gas law constant (R) is necessary to remove the proportionality

sign (m) 'in the relationship.

Values and Unita of the Ideal Gas
Constant "R"

62.4 liter-torr/mole-K

6.24 x 10
4
ml-torr/mole-K

0.0821 liter-atm/mole-K

2.90 x 10
3

ft
3
- atm/mole-K

1.99 calories/mole-K

8.37 joules/mole-K

4 t-



Worked Examplt.s

1. What volume would 3.00 moles of piriium occupy at 10° C and 5.00 atmospheres?

V =

V =
(0.0821 liter-atm/mole- K)(3.00 moles)(283 K)

5.00 atm

V = 13.9 liters

Note: The gas law constant>"R" is selected that will 'match the other units
in-the eguation_and leave the desired unit of expression.

2. At what pressure would 2 moles of nitrogen at 27° C occupy 5i.0 ml?
Express the answer in torr.

nRT
PV = nRT or P =

V,

P
(2 moles)(6.23 x 10

4
torr-ml/mole- K)(300 K)

500 ml

P = 74,900 torr

3. What will be the new volume of 8.00 liters of neon if the pressure and tem-
perature are increased from 2.00 atm and 273 K to 6.00 atm and 400 K, respec-
tively?

P V
1 1

pist, = nRT, or nR =

and

thus

PV = nRT or nR -
2 2 2 T

2

P
2
V
2

P1 T2
V2 = xxv
2 P

2
T
1

1

2.00 atm 400 K
V = x 8.00 liters
2 6.00 atm 273 K

V
2
-= 3.91 liters

4c
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When liquid is confined to a closed container at a given temperature, a small
amour of it evaporates into-the space above the liquid until equilibrium arises
between the liquid and its vapor. Equilibrium is characterized by two opposing
changes which occur simultaneously. Some oUthe confined liquid evaporates while,
vapors of the liquid condense back into the liquid phase. The pressure exerted
by the vapor that is in equilibrium with the liquid, at a given temperature, is
called the vapor pressure of the liquid at that temperature.

Vapor pressure is a characteristic property of liquids and varies with their
temperature. As the temperature of the liquid increases, more and more of tie
liquid enters the vapor phase. Its associated pressure accordingly increases.
When the temperature of a liquid is such that its vapor pressure is equal to
the'atmospheric pressure, the liquid boils.

VAPOR PRESSURES OF SOME COMMON LIQUIDS

TeMperature

( °C)

Water
(torr)

Ethyl Alcohol
(torr)

Mercury

(torr)

-6-10 2.1 5.6 60 x 10
0 4.6' 12.2 .000185

10 9.2 23.6 .000490
20 17.5 43.9 .001201
30 31.8 78.8 .002777
50 92.5 222.2 .01267
100 760.0 1,693.3 .2729

Dalton's Law states that the total pressure exerted by a mixture of gases is the sum
of the individual partial pressures.

Total Pressure = Pa + Pb + Pc +

where: P
a

, P
b'

P
c

are partial pressures.

Dalton's Law is used to correct for the pressure of water vapor in a gas collected

by displacing water. A gas is produced by a chemical reaction and collected by

m;
bubbling it i to-an inverted bottle filled with water. The gas displaces tI'e

water but re ins saturated with water Vapor, which contributes its pressure to

the total pressure.



Worked Exasple

1. Hydrogen gas is produced and collected in a flask by the displacement of
water. Calculate the "dry" pressure of the hydrogen gas if the barometer
reads 740 torr and the water temperature is 300 C.

Gas Collection by Water 7isplacement

P
total

= Pa + Pb + Pc +

740 torr = P
H

+ PH0
2 2

31.8 torr @ 30°C (see vapor pressure table)

thus: P
H

= 740 torr - 31.8 tor,
2

PH = 708 torr
2

A gas will diffuse (distribute itself uniformly) throughout
short period.

Graham's Law states,that the rate of diffusion of a gas is
to the square root of its molecular weight.

(Rate) A

(Rate) B
.4;;f7-1W-

A

4

a cylinder in a

inversely proportional

441
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Compare the rate of diffusion of hydrogen to oxygen.

(Rate) H
2

02
/F.E. 4

(Rate) 02 .4;07177WIT /TY
2

Thus, H
2
molecules will diffuse 4 times faster than 0

2
molecules.

LaSoratory,

. a. The Ideal Gas Law'can be demonstrated by having eacYi student determine the
Molecular weight of a volati.e liquid (gas) using the Dumas or Victor Meyer

method.

b. Each student should be able to demonstrate Avogadro's Law by
collecting hydrogen gas generated from reacting an active metal (e.g. mag-
nesium) with acid and collecting the gas quantitatively by water displacement.

c. The student should perform an experiment in gas sampling.

Student Problems

1. Five gallons of nitrogen gas at 100° C will occupy what wgyme at 500° C?

(AssOme pressure remains constant.) (10.4 gallons)

2. A quantity of,helium occupies 350 ml at 50° C and_785 torr. What volume will

the gas occupy at STP? (306 ml)

3. If 400 ml Of 'an ideal gas weighs 0.536 g at STP, calculate the number of

moles of gas and its molecular weight. (0.0179 moles, 30.0 g/mole)

4. What volume will 2.432 g of SO
2
gas occupy at le C and 0.993 atm? (0.914 liter)

5. Uranium's isotope 5 is separated from its isotope 238 by reacting both

isotopic forms with uorine and taking advantage of the different diffusion

rates. Calculate the relative rates of diffusion assuming that both isotopes

form
6"

(U
235

= 1.004 and U2 3d_= 1,000)

, 6. The discovery of oxygen occurred from the decomposition ofmercury(II) oxide:

2 Hg0 2 Hg + 02. What volume of oxygen would be produced by the reaction of
28.9 grams of the oxide, the gas being measured at STP? (1.49 X 02)

7. Hew many liters of oxygen, measured at STP, are required for the complete com-

bustion of 72.0 grams of heptane, C
7
H
16

, a component of gasoline? If air-is

21% oxygen by- volume, how many liters of air -are necessary for this amount of

fuel? (Note: OD
2
and H2O are the only products ) (178 9 0

2'
845 k air)

4 idr/
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Chap er V

Organic Materials

SECTION 1: CHEMISTRY OF PLASTICS

Studenta ;should review the chapter "Organic Ch istry" in the first
study guide before starting this chapter on "Or anic Materials." The term
polymer is used to identify molecules which may eve mulecular weights
as high as a millions (Poly means many; mer mean parts.) Polymefs are made
by joining many small individual molecules known monomers (mono-means one).
A plastic is a synthetic polymer. Plastics can be sided or formed into usable
shapes by various processes, usually involving heat d/or pressure. There

are over 40 different families ()C.. plastis in commerc al use today, and each
family may have a hundred subtypes.

Plastics are not,found in nature. They are synthetically produced by chemically
joining many monomers together to form long chains. Often this chemical reac-
tion occurs while the finished article is being formed in a mold. The unreacted
Chemicals are placed in a mold where they react; the mold is usually heated to
speed the reaction. The reaction process is called curing. Plastics which are
formed by curing in a mold are called thermosets. "There are only two general
types of plastics, thermosets and thermoklastics. Thermoplastics are molded or
shaped after they have been produced by chemical reactions. The thermoplastic*
soften or liquify when heated. then harden when cooled in a mold.

The chemical reaction which forms a plastic is called a chain reaction. An

example of a chain reaction is the formation of polyethylene. Many familiar
articles are-made withpolyethylene (i.e. laboratory "squeeze bottles"). The

monomer is ethylene. When ethylene is subjected to heat and pressure in the
presence of a catalyst,\the double bonds are broken and the ethylene fragments
react ,to form a chain. '!

"\ Heat, Pressure
H H H H H H H aH H

C==C C--C C--C C C C--C

H Hi catalyst HHHH H H iii H

Ethylene Rearrangement of double bond
Monomer
(a gas)

H HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
(H) C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C-C (H) ',t

H HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHPH
Polyethylene Polymer

(a solid)

5o
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During this reaction, millions of separate polymer chains grow in length simul-
taneously, until all the monomer tis exhausted. The average chain length can
be adjusted by the chemist. This chain length determines many of the properties
of the plastic. Polyethylene is classified by its average chain length.

Classification of Polyethylene by Chain Length

Carbons in chain Polyethylene type

100-1,000 Low molecular weight
1,000-5,000 Medium molecular weight
5,000-50,000 High molecular weight
50,000-500,000 Ultrahigh molecular weight

After the polymerization is completed the polymer chains resemble intertwined
bundles of spaghetti, with no connections between chains. Such a polymer is

a thermoplastic. Thermoplastics are heat moldable. When this material is
molded in a heated mold, there is no significant change in its molecular struc-

ture.

BEFORE MOLDING

Molding of a Thermoplastic Polymer

Many common thermoplastics are formed using common organic monomers. There
is a weak electrostatic-attraction between chains which lie very close together.

This attraction is very heat sensitive,
typical monomers and becoming stronger when the plastic is

their repeating polymer units
cold. Heating weakens these forces so

EMI!** Polimthylow
\ freely during hot molding. Upon cool-

monomer Polymer the chains can slide over each other

H H H H ing the forces "lock" the molecules

I I

I I

fl.-.1)

together in the new molded shape. Mold-
ing thermoplastics is similar to making

c = C

H H 1.4 H candles. Too much heat will destroy
Pp Owm PolypropyIerts the molecular chains, and excessive
H H H H ,. mechanical pressure will cause even a

I I
cold thermoplastic object to deform.

I I CI-14
c C

H CH, H ( 14,

VMOOMorW, 22=
H H H H

'I I t.' ,
CI = C

f 4
J1 H Cl
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Student Problems

1. Draw a five monomer chain of the plastic, polystyrene. Note that poly-

styrene will have phenyl branches on the polymer chain.

2. Tetrafluoroethylene is the monomer for polytetrafluoroethylene plastic.
Draw a five monomer chain of this plastic.

H H

C = C/
/ \
H

Styrene

'F

C C

F

Tetrafluoroethylene

The strength of the intermolecular attraction between chains is very dependent
on distance. If polymer chains are symmetrical and packed closely, they will
be strongly attracted. The presence of side branches in a chaih is common.
-These can separate adjacent chains and reduce interchain attraction.

Linear Portic',

H HHHHHHHHHHIII I !III I [ IcCc---ccc c cc c c
I I I

$

I IH HHHHH RHH 11,
H-C-H

H-C-H Branched
Portion

H

If a plastic has few side chains, the strong attraction will create a high
density plastic. Another result of this denser packing is higher crystallinity.
As symmetrical chains approach a critical distance, crystals begin to form in
the areas of densest packing. These crystallized areas are stiffer and have
higher tensile strength, while noncrystallized (amorphous) areas re more
flexible and have higher impact strength. Crystalline plastics are more diffi-
cult to process. They have higher melting temperatures, higher viscosities
and they tend to shrink and warp more'than the noncrystallized plastics,
A plastic material may contain both crystalline and amorphous regions.

Chains are Chains are
tightly packed loosely packed

(crystalline) lamOrphous)

1410140ENSITY POLYETHYLENE

Crystalline Crystalline
Amorphous Amorphous

LOWOENCTY POLYETHYLENE

. 52
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1. Which of the following monomers would be most likely to produce low density
polymers? Which would produce the most crystalline polymer?

Js

H H H HIII I

H H

(a)

H H H
IC=C-4H

(b)

H H CH
3\C=C

H
\
H

C=C
Hi

(c) (d) - most crystalline)
(a - low density)

The reactions which form thermoplastics are termed addition polymerization

reactions. Addition reactions occur when the reaction takes place between
two identical functional groups, the carbon-carbon double bonds. In an

addition reaction, only the polymer chain is formed; no other molecule results

from the reaction.

Condensation idolymerization reactions occur when reactions between two different

functional groups are uied for chain growth. These condensation reactions can

occur between a carboxyl group and an amide (as with the formation of "Nylon"),

between two carbon-carbon aromatic bonds and a carbonyl, or between many other

pairs of different functional groups. Condensation reactions create molecules

other than the polymer chain, usually ter. Thermoplastics are formed,only
by,addition reactions, whereas the is are formed by either addition or con-

densation reactions.

H-

0 -11

11

Phenol

-H tl

C t-0

0-44 %'''N
0 _e_

0, I

1-1 I H
0-14

0- H

. Formaldehyde Linear chains of phenolic polymer

Condensation Polymerization of
Ppenolic (Thermoset) Plastic
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Thermosets derive great structural stability from crosslinking between chains.

Crosslinking occurs hen polymer chains are linked together by linking groups.

Thermoplastic
with Branching with Crosslinking

Thermoset

One method of altering molecular symmetry is to use
two different monomers (A and B) in the polymeriza-
tion reaction. Each chain would thsh contain partly
monomer A and partly monomer B. A polymer made of
two different monomers is called a copolymer.
The final properties of the copolymer will depend
on the percentage of monomer A to monomer B and
on how they are arranged. ,J

The copolymer can have a rePetitive,
symmetrical arrangement which would pro-
duce a high degree or crystallization.
Or the arrangement can-be totally random,
creating areas of high crystallinity separated
by fle::ible amorphous areas.

Block copolymers have large areas of polymerized
monomer A alternating with large areas of poly-
merized monomer B. These copolymers have great
versatility in properties. Graft copolymers
are made by attaching side groups of Monomer B
to a main chain of A polymer.

ktmomer A

Womnpolymer A

Monomer B II

-o-o-o-o-e-o-o-o-o-
Hcnnopnlymeo B

-04-13 II EISI EOM IN
Alternating copolymer A-8

Random copolymer A-8

Block copolymer A-B

Graft copolymer A 8

Six dafetent copolymer
-.,,abriements, based on tKo monor,,,,c
Each copolymer !IRSdifferert propedii t

and processing r halacter...r,ec

The curing o thermosets is done in two stages: partly by the materials supplier,

and partly by he molder. As illustr'ted, the thermoset, is first partially
polymerized by reacting under heat and pressure. The reaction is stopped at
the point where mostly linear-chains have formed but with little crosslinking.
At this iht the material is capable of flowing under heat'and pressure.



BEFORE MOLDING
(partially polymerized)

AFTER MOLDING
(fully

polymerized)

Molding of a thermoset polymer

The final stage of Polymerization is com-
pleted in the molder's press. Here heat and
pressure produce the crosslinking. Unlike

thermoplastic monomers, which have only two
reactive ends for linear chain growth, a
thermoset monomer has three or mor reactive

ends so that molecular chains crosslink in
three dimensions. Rigid thermosets have
snort chains with many crosslinks; flexible
thermosets have longer chains with fewer
crosslinks.

' .olded thermoset plastic has virtually all of its polymer mclecules inter-
lected with strong permanent bonds which are not heat reversible. The entire

molded part could be one giant molecule. Reheating will not cause remelting,
it cannot' be remoldad. If heated too long, a thermoset will degrade and will
never soften for remolding as does a thermoplastic.

Some thermosets are -polymerized by condensation reactions (phenolic ..nd

melawine for.examples). Water is created as the byproduct of the reaction in

the mold. This may cause dimensional instability and poor part strength un-
less the Volatile product is carefully removed during the molding.

Other themosets are polymerized by additiOr. reactions (epoxy, polyester, and

silicone for example). These reactions have no volatile byproducts.

r 1
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SECTION. 2; SELECTION OF PLASTICS

Plastics doctor
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Sesismil Ilegokamssit arida Ow.* Typitiel Candidele nestles

lledianIcal

Gears cams pistons. rollers. valves
blades rotors

pump

Amon
Nylon
Phenolic (taint)
Polycarbonale

impellers fan Polyester (TP)
Polyphenylene sulfide

UsistOuly lischanIcel arid DecOra**

Knobs handles, battery cases cable clamps trim moldings, camera
cases pipe eyeglass frames auto steering wheels, handles for
hand tools

ABS
Acrylic
Celluiosics
Phenolic
Polyethylene
Polypropylene
Polystyrene
PVC

Satellitomeinpsendliollowithapes

Telephone and fieshtight cases worts helmets. headlamp bezels.
housings for ofhc,e machines power tools pumps and small appliances

ABS
Cellulosics
Phenolic
Phenylene oxide
Polycarxmate
Polyester (TP and TS)
Polyethylene'

'01YProPYierls
Polystyrene

Large Nottalapard Hollow Shapes

sr hullS Shrouds

ABS'
HO Polyethylene'
Phenyl ene oxide'
Polyester' (TP)
Polyester/glass (TS)
Polypropylene'
Polystyrene'

motorcycles and agricultural equipment. Polyurethane'
housings for large aPphances pressure vessels tanks, tubs. ducts PVC'

"14 ..1' lenses and libCFS I dkOM lenses safety glating felfigerator
s ieite%

The selection of plastics
requires a great deal of
experience. There is no
simple procedure. Any new
Application of a plastic
should be tested under
real-use conditions encom-
passing appropriate com-
binations of heat, cold,
chemicals and weathering.
To make a first "ball park"
selection the chart to the
left might be used.

The following brief sum-
maries further highlight
the properties and charac-
teristics of the most Common
families of plastics. Only
families are mentioned,
family properties can be
changed by using fillers,
plasticizers or reinforce-
ments.

Cr kilos,' bikes*
Pritycallionate
Polystyrene

Pans tet Wear Applications

Graft l'e,fr nos weal 'ships, baths chute liners yell covets
bras

Acetal
Fluninplastics
Nylon
Phenolic
Po4tstr, TIDI
Pelt
Putt ,relhaee
UHMW Polyethylene

TP Thereseplitshc TS - Thermoset
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A quick guide to
thermoplastics

Thermoplastics generally offer higher
impact strength. easier processing, and
better adaptability to 'complex designs
than do thermosets For more detailed
information. consult the chartArs.that
follow

ASS (acrytondrilebutadiene-styrene)
Very tough, yet hard and rigid, fair
chemical resistance, low water
absorption, hence good dimensional
stability, high abrailon.resistance, easily
electroplated

Acetel: Verjstrong. stiff engineering
plastic with exceptional dimensional
stability resistance to vibration
fatigue, low coefficient of friction, high
resistance to aLraiion and chemicals.
retains most properties when immersed in
hot water

Acrylic: High optical clarity. excellent
resistance, to outdoor rieatheritit; hard
glossy surface, excellent electrical
properties. fair chemical resistance.
available in brilliant. transparent colors

C4111tiloSlcs: Family of tough, hard
materials cellulose acetate. propionate.
butyrate, and ethyl cellulose Property
ranges are broad because of
compounding, available with various
degrees of weather, moisture, and
chemical resistance, fair to poor
dimensional stability, brilliant colors

Fluoroplastics: Large family (PTFE,
FEP,-PFA CTFE, ECTFE. ETFE, and PVF2)
of materials characterized by excellent
electrical and chemical resistance, low
friction- and outstanding stability at high
temperatures strehgth is low to
Moderate ,ost is high

NvIOn polyamicle) Outstanding
toughness and wear resistance, low
coefficient of friction, excellent electrical
properties and chenyrwat resistance,
generally poor dimensional stability
(varies among different types; however)

Phenyhtne Oxide: Excellent
dimensional stability (very low moisture
absorption), superior mechanical and
electrical properties over a wide
temperature range Resists most
chemicals but is attacked by some
hydrocarbons.

Polycarbonate: Highest impact
resistance of any rigid, transparent
plastic, excel$ent outdoor stability and
resistance to creep under load. fair
chemical resistance, some aromatic
solvents cause stress cracking

Polyester: Excellent dimensional
stability, electrical properties, toughness,
and chemical resistance, except to strong
acids or bases notch sensitive. not
suitable for outdoor use or for continuous
service in water over 125 F, also available
in thermosetting formulations

Polyethylene: Wide variety of grades
low, medium, and high density
formulations LD types are flexible and
tough MD and HD types are stronger.
harder, and more rigid, all are lightweight,
easy to process, low-cost materials, poor
dimensional stability and heat resistance.
excellent chemical resistance and
electiical properties

Polyimide: Outstanding resistance to
at (500 F continuous. 900 F intermittent)

and heat aging High impact strength
and we resistance. low coefficient of
thermal ex nsion, difficult to process by
conventional methods, high cost

Polyphenylene Sulfide: Outstanding

chemical and he esistance (450 F
continuou ellent low temperature
strength. ert to most chemicals over a
wide temperature range, inherently
liameretardant, requires high processing
temperature.

Polypropylene: Outstanding resistance
to flexiand stress cracking, exce ent
chemical resistance and el cal
properties, good impact ength above 15
F, good thermal stability elow 225 F. light
weight, low cost, can electroplated

Polystyrene: Low co . easy to process,
rigid. crystal-clear, brittle materialAlow
heat resistance, poor outdoor stability,
often modified to improve heat or impact
resistance.

PolysulfOne: Highest heat-deflection
temperature of melt-processable
thermoplastics, requires high processing
temperature; tough (but notch - sensitive),
strong, and stiff, excellent electrical
properties, even at high tem ture. can
be electroplated, high c

Polyurethane: Toug extremely
abrasion and impact r sistant material,
good electrical properties and chemical
resistance, can be made in solid moldings
or flexible foams. UV exposure produces
brittleness. (ewer properties, and
yellowing, also made in thermoset
formulations.

Polyvinyl Chloride: Many formulations
available, but most are classed as either
rigid or flexible; rigid grades are hard,
tough, and have excellent electrical
properties. outdoor stability, and
resistance to moisture, flexible grades
(containing platlicizer) are easier to
process but have lower properties. heat
resistance is low to moderate for most
types of PVC,'low cost

A quick guide to thermosets

In general, thermosets have bete/
dimensional stability. heat resistance.
chemical resistance and eleetrical
properties than do the thermoplastics
Mist thermosets.are used principally in
filled and/or reinforced form to increase
dimensional stability or other properties,
or for economy Most formulations require
heat and/or pressure for curing For more
detailed information consult the chapters
that follow

Alkyd: Easier, rattan° mold than most
thermosets. no volatile byproducts

Allyk (diallyl phthalate) Outstanding
dimensional stability and electrical
properties. easy to mold. excellent
resistance to moisture chemicals and

liquid oxyg n at high temperatures
Aminos (u a melamine) Abrasion and

chip resistant.,\good solvent resistance,
urea moldsitter and costs less.
melamine has harder surface and higher
heat and chemical resistance

Epoxy: Exceptional,mechanical
strength, electrical properties, and
adhesion to most materials. some
formulations can be cured'without heat or
pressure

Phenolic: Low-cost materia}\with good
balance mechanical. electricand
thtrmal properties, limited in coi r to
black and brown

Polyester: Excellent balance es \
properties. unlimited colors. h. spare
or opaque gives off no vplatiles dining s,
curing. widely used with 1)1855
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reinforcement to produce "fiberglass'
boat hulls. automobile body panels. and
other high-strength components, also
available in thermoplastic formulations

Polyurethane: Can be flexible or rigid.
depending on formulation, outstanding
toughness and resistance to abrasion and
impact. particularly suitable for law
foamed parts, in either rigid or flexible
types, also produced in thermoplastic
formulations

Outstanding heat res.stanc
(from 100 to +500 F). electrical
properties. and compatibility with body
tissue. cures by a variety of mechamcms,
high cost, available in many forms
laminating resins, molding resins (rout
and flexible), coatings, casting or iudtiog
resins, and sealants
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SECTION 3: ELASTOMERS

Materials that recover their original dimensions after being deformed are

called elastomers. *These have polymeric chains which are deformed when a stress
is applied. When the stress is removed,the chains return to their original
forms. The most common elastomer is rubber. There are several types of rub-
bers, and each. type can be modified by various chemical processes. The hardness
and elasticity of rubber can be modified by cross-linking with oxygen or sulfur.
This process is called vulcanizing. The more cross-links, the harder the rubber.
Accelerators and activators, such as fatty acids, increase the number of cross-
links and speed vulcanization.

Normal Stressed

Fillers, such as carbon black, clay or fibers are used to change mechanical
properties Such as tensile strength and abrasion resistance. Oxidation retarders
are added to rubber to prevent aging and cracking. Plasticizers, such re oils,
tars and other petroleum products, are added to rubber to preserve its plasticity
during molding and extruding processes.

Natural rubber is a resin from plants and trees that grow in tropical climates.
Natural rubber is a polyisoprene. The rubber hardelAn when vulcanized with 30%
sulfur; then'it is cured and neutralized with magnes;um carbonate. Carbon black
is added to provide strength. The letter "n" used below stands for any positive
whole number.

H

I( H HTH HI H
-I ICCC

I I I

H H H H

Stress Removed

H

H-C-H

t=CC=C
H I

isoprene monomer polyisoprene

Styrene- butadiene rubber (SBR) is the most common synthetic elastomer, The
polymer is about 80% butadiene and 20% styrene. It may be polymerized cold or
hot.

CH CH CH

3H
\ 1 1

C=--CC=.-_C

H' "H

Butadiene
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The cold polymerized material is used for automobile tires. There are many
types of synthetic elastomers, each made with one or two monomers.

Student Problem

1. Draw the chemical structure of polychloroprene rubber, and of polyiso-
propylene rubber.

H Cl H H H
1 / \

C =C C=----C ,C-..-..JCR3
/ Fi \

H
/

H , H

Chloroprene Isopropylene

With the wide range of elastomers available, it is important to know how to
specify the exact material needed. ASTM has developed a classification system

(ASS! D1418) which designates 'elast6mers with letters. The "R" class has an

unsaturated carbon chain: for example natural rubber is designated 'NR ". Thy

"M" class has a saturated chain of the polymethylene type. The "Q" class

contains the silicone based rubbers. The "U" class contains those rubbers with
carbon, oxygen and nitrogen in the polymer chain.

A related method to classify rubbers is the ASE-ASTM system which designates
type R rubber as the non-oil resistant rubber and type S rubber as the oil-
resistant synthetic rubber. This is an older system, but still in use.

Most rubbers, natural and synthetic, are classified as thermoset elastomers
because they are vulcanized in a mold and they-cannot be easily remolded. The

properties of some thermoset elastomers are tabulated below.

tl
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Thermoplastic elastomers have similar properties as the thermoset (or vulcanized)

elastomers. Thermoplastic elastomers are fabricated on standard plastic molding

i

equipment. The principal thermoplastic are polyester copolymers, styrene-butadiene
block copolymers and polyurethane elasA erg. The abrasion resistance of poly-
urethane materials is outstanding among elastomers; also their low temperature
flexibility and oil resistance are good. Urethane tubing is used for fuel lines,
hydraulic-devices and parts requiring oxygen and ozone resistance.

SECTION 4: ADHESIVES

An adhesive is any substance capable of holding materials together by surface
attachment. Adhesives are applied to surfaces. and objects joined by adhesives

are notably free from any residual stresses. The major disadvantage of adhesives

is that most are organic materials and cannot be used at extreme temperatures.

Adhesion is an attraction between unlike materials. Cohesion is the attraction

of a material for itself. Failure in an adhesive bond may occur with the ad-
hesive itself (cohesive failure),' or it may occur at the material-adhesive inter-

face (adhesive failure). Most failures are adhesive, and are caused by poor `

surface-preparation of the materials to be joined. Surface cleanliness is very

important.

The materials which are to be joined together by an adhesive are called the
adherends. Tackiness is that property of an adhesive which causes it to stick

to a surface. The conversion of a tacky adhesive to a solid is called setting

or:curing. Wettability refers to the spreading of an adhesive over the surface

of a material. Any thick, tacky viscous liquid is called a resin.

Most adhesives are polymers which can.be divided into thermoplastics, ther-

mosets and elastomers. As with plastics, the thermosets are the most stable

anu strong.

The method of curing serves as a method for classification of adhesives. Sol-

vent release types cure by the escape of solvents, and they are therefore limited

to applications in which at least one of the bonded surfaces is porous enough

to allow' the escape of solvent vapor. The dispersion types like "Elmer's Glue"

are emulsions of thermoplastics in water,and they cure through solvent release.

Cold setting types of adhesives (i.e. household epoxide) are generally low

molecular weight thermosets which set to a hard solid when mixed with a catalyst

before application. Hot setting types are similar to cold setting types but

require heating to produce cross-linking; they are usually much stronger than

the cold setting types. Vulcanization types of adhesives are elastomers. Hot-

elt adhesives are thermoplastics which are liquified by heat before they are

applied. The following table lists the properties of several types of adhesives.
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Structural Adhesives: What they are and what they can do

HOT-MEI T ADHESIVES

Thermoplastic resins 100% solids
Fast application and fast set
Rigid toilexible bonds
Bonds to permeable or impermeable

surfaces
Nonpo far, adhesion poor and wetting

POOr
tow cost in materials and labor
Requires special dispensing

equipment
Insensitive to moisture and solvent

attack
Low heat resistance degrades as

temperatures rise
Poor creep resistance 5 psi hi 125'F

DISPERSION OR

SOLUTION ADHESIVES

Thermoplastic resins-20 to 50%
solids

Very easy to applylong shelf .life
Slow or fast setting by evaporation
Low material cost and-solvent loss
Excellent wetting and penetration
No special equipment required
Moderate clamp pressure needed
Low strength under load poor creep

resistance,
Requires two permeable surfaces
Sensitive to heat solvent and moisture

SILICONE ADHESIVES
Thermoset-100% solidsliquid
Rubber !Ikehigh impact and peel

strength
Retains properties in 100 to 400 F

temperature range
Excellent sealant for low stress

applications
One componentshort shelf life
Easy application-1 to 5-day cure
Resists most chemicals and solvents
Simple equipment needed
Reversion possible
High material cost

CYANOACRYLATE ADHESIVES
Thermosetting-100% solidsliquid
Easiest to apply and cure
Fast cure-30 secs. to 5 mins.
Low viscositymated surfaces needed
Good tensile strength= poor impact

strength
Flo special equipment needed
Will not bond permeable Materials
High material costpoor shelf life
Poor solvent resistance
Handling hazardsbonds to skin

"SECOND-GENERATION"

MODIFIED ACRYLIC ADHESIVES

Thermoset-100% reactive liquids
and pastes

Fast room-temperature cure-3 to 60
sec

One or two pack
High strength bonds with metal and

plasticsgood peel and shear
stength

Tolerant of dirty surfaces
Good gap filling properties
Limited open time
Versatile application techniques
Variable curing time and pot life
Excellent for engineered and

reinforced plastics A
Characteristic acrylic odor
Rigid and flexible bonds are possible

PHENOLIC OR UREA ADHESIVES
Thermoset resins-100% solids or

solution
Gases during cure(solvent

evaporates)
High tensile strengthlow impact

strength
Highly polarexcellent adhesion
Long shelf lifeapplication easy
Requires high pressureoven cure
Very low material cost
Excellent wetting and penetration
High shrinkage stressesbrittle

14..

EXPDXY ADHESIVES
I Thermoset 00% solidsliquid

Variable pot Ile and cure time
Long shelf life ne to two

components \
Rigid or flexible\bondshighly polar
Poor creep under loadlittle

shrinkage
Resists most chernIcals and solves
Wide variety of fornikilations available
Requires careful conlfols and clean

surfaces
Need equipment to weiiih, mix.

dispense, and clamp \
Requires clean surfaces

POLYURETHANE ADHESIVES
Thermoset-100% solidsliquid
Flexible sealantradhesnre--flow creep
Bonds permeable or impermeable

surfaces
One or two components-4-room or

oven cure
Good flexibility at low temperature
Sensitive to moisture both when

unmixed or Cured
May undergo reversion with heat and

moisture
Moderate material cost
Some formulations are toxic
Special equipment to mix and dispense'

dispense

ANAEROBIC ADHESIVES
Thermoset-100% solidsliquid
One componentmoderate cost
Easiest applicationsimple cure
Machinery and structural grades

available
Good cohesive, but low-adhesive

strength
Excellent for bolts, nuts, and static

joints
Requires primer for many materials
Not suitable for permeable surfaces
Will not cure where air contacts
Crazes some plastics

6 neJI
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INDEX

Acidic, 6
Adhesive, 56
Alloy, 1
Anions, 19
Amode,11.9

Anodizing, 35
Autoionization, 5
Avogadro's Law, 39

Barometer, 37
Basic, 6
Battery, lead storage, 28
Boyle's Law, 38

Cathode, 19
Cathodic protection, 25
Cations, 19
Cell:

concentration, 22
dry, 28
electrochemical, 29
fuel, 29
half, 19, 28

Charles' Law, 39
Cohesion, 56
.Conservation of Matter Law, 8
Copolymer, 49
CorFosion, galvanic, 23
Corrosion inhibitor, 34
Crosslinking, 49
Crystalline plastics, 47
Crystallinity, 47
Curing, 45, 56

Dalton's Law, 42
Dehumification, 34
Dezincification, 26

Elastomers, 53
Electrodes, 19
Electrolysis, 29
Electrolyte, 19, 29
Electroplating, 32
Equations, balancing, 13

Faraday's Law, 30

Galvanic cell, 19
Galvanization, 25, 33
Gas law constant, 40
Graham's Law, 43.
Gram molecular weight, 14

Ideal gas, 38
Ideal Gas Law, 40
Ion-electron method, 11
Ion product, 13

Molality, 2
Molarity, 2
Mole, 14
Mole fraction, 2

Normality,

Oxidation numbers, 9

Passivation, 35
pH, 5
Plastic, 45
Plasticizers, 53
Polymer, 45
ppm, 2
Pressure, 36

absolute, 36
gauge, 36

Reduction-oxidation reactions, 9
Resin, 56
Rubber, 53

Solute, 1
Solution, 1
Solvent, 1
Stoichiometry, 13
STP, 39

64



Tackiness, 56
Tharftoplastics, 45

Thermoset,
lastomers, 54

Vapor pressure, 42
Vulcanisation, 53

Mettability, 56
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